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Everyone please be aware of any medical/health advice given by anyone here, or
from any other sources both on and offline.
Do your own research from multiple sources before taking any actions. Always
think for yourself.
If you are posting any advice in regards to health that may conflict with local laws,
then please add at the beginning of your post that the post is for informational
purposes only and encourage people to do their own research. The way you word
things makes all the difference.
Please be aware, posts that even indirectly advocate anything illegal will be
deleted.
Personally, my own opinion regarding vaccines these days is they are both toxic
and dangerous. The high number of cases of autism and other related issues, in
my own opinion, result from toxic vaccines.
Years ago, vaccines were safe and very effective in wiping out many different
diseases.
The Jews have destroyed the medical services in many different ways. Jews
gravitate towards positions of authority and power. The medical professions have
been targeted by Jews for centuries.
Jews WANT the populace to be in bad health. This is for many different reasons.
Cheap cures are discouraged, while ultra expensive addicting drugs are pushed.
Nowadays, in most cases, these drugs only treat the symptoms, as a cure would
be counterproductive to the Jewish goal. The side effects can be hideous.
The Jewish controlled medical also keeps a tight reign on life sustaining drugs.
People complain they can only obtain metered amounts.

There are supplements that can heal without the life threatening side effects.
These are much cheaper and are easily available.
When considering taking any supplements, it is imperative to do extensive
research from multiple sources.
Sources include customer ratings, visiting many different websites and studying
books.
Be aware of 5 star ratings though, as many outlets will post 5 stars and raves
about their product to make money. The sad fact is nearly every prominent
business is owned and/or controlled by Jews.
Sadly, supplements are definitely affected.
The Jews are a vicious, spiteful, hateful race. They are bullies by nature.
Anyone who watches TV I'm sure is aware of the endless pharmaceutical
commercials describing the most ugly and hideous symptoms, side effects and
related of the drugs they subliminally push. No different from the subliminals
used in the "Holy Bible," the Jewish controlled news and media and everything
else the Jews use to destroy Gentiles.
For an example, iodine comes from kelp. A large portion of that kelp they use
comes from the waters near Japan. Radioactive Fukushima. Cancer.
This also can include sushi and other products that have kelp.
People are taught to have faith and trust. This is the absolute worst.
Ginseng is another toxic ingredient that at one time was good for one's health.
Not anymore.
China manufactures an extremely high percentage of supplements, vitamins and
of course pharmaceuticals. The toxic waste level in China is staggering. It is no
secret that China has been poisoning the world.

Fillers such as "rice powder" "rice concentrate" rice bran" etc are a dead giveaway
these come from China.
Toxic waste is often disposed of in these products. "Made in USA" statements are
perfectly legal. What this means is the products were put together,
manufactured in the USA. Where the ingredients came from is not usually listed.
The Jews are aware of all the legal loopholes. Some products state "Made in USA
with foreign ingredients." China again.
The Jew wants everyone to be in ill health, financially dependent and addicted.
The subliminal in that rotten bible is the message of humanity being in debt and
always owing. The original sin crap along with many others.
So, it makes all the sense, the spiteful Jews will work to destroy the supplements
industry by taking control and adding harmful ingredients.
There are decent outlets for supplements, but just make sure to thoroughly read
the labels, especially "other ingredients."
Look to multiple sources such as Amazon.com for ratings, especially one and two
star ratings, and any complaints.
Write down any supplements you take, the doses and be especially sensitive to
how you feel. Do this daily.
The spiteful Jews have a war going on against supplements. This can be seen in
the mainstream news and other Jewish controlled media.
I have a very high opinion of supplements, but I do plenty of research.
Black Elderberry, Astragalus Root, Echinacea and Vitamin C are highly effective in
strengthening the immune system. These should be taken before a virus gets a
hold.
The Jew wants everyone to be tired. Energy drinks have become another target.
Pay for your own destruction. Pushed on the tired public at supermarket
checkouts along with other drinks that contain high amounts of sugar and other

toxic ingredients, they make people ill and tired. Especially after continually
drinking for a period of time.
As for what's going on in China, aside from everything else, just think about it...
The Jewish controlled media is the source of disinformation. The very
disinformation they keep warning against.
BUSINESS AS USUAL.
The deal is, everything else aside, even with a week or two shutdown of
manufacturing, this has serious impact.
The damage has already been done. Online trading? The Jewish controlled media
has been praising and exalting this. So... what happens when there are no physical
goods?
The deal is, the top Jews and Jews in the know, they know their days are
numbered.
Economic collapse has always been their doom. Hitler came to power when
money became worthless in Germany.
Most people can readily see from news reports, even if the Coronavirus cases all
of a sudden stopped. China's streets and factories have been desolate.
Just China digging itself out of the hole is bad enough, but this will affect the
world economy drastically. The USA is not the only country heavily dependent on
Chinese manufactured items. Australia, Japan and many others.
The Jews will try anything and everything to keep any optimism regarding the
markets and such at an artificial high.
The spiteful nature of the Jews is well known. They will and are taking the
Sampson option, they know their days are numbered. They will try to take out as
many Gentiles as they are able to. Numerous Jewish leaders have stated this
openly. Again, do some research.

Too many people already know about the Jews. Worldwide economic collapse will
be the trigger. The Jews are well aware of this.
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